SPEAKER PACKET

P R E S E N TAT I O N S
DENTAL IMPLANTS: The Expanding
Role of the General Dentist
Learn the PPRMP Method: Planning, Placement,
Restoration, Maintenance and Profit. Explore a
decision making protocol for predictable implant
restorations. Discover a simple 15-minute
“missing tooth consultation” that helps patients
say “Yes!” to implant dentistry. Embrace the
team approach and learn techniques for working
harmoniously with your surgical specialist.
Develop your customized plan to start doing
more implant cases tomorrow.

• Is it time to take the next step in your dental practice journey: Buy, Sell or Expand?
• Looking to gain the skills to confidently place dental implants?
• Want time tested practice management tips and techniques?
With a 360-degree view on the life of dentists inside and outside of their dental practice, Dr. Paul
Goodman’s courses offer chairside and behind the scenes, easy to implement techniques and
strategies that decrease stress and increase practice revenue.
The managing partner of a group practice, Dr. Goodman transformed a long-standing general
practice into a dental operation that employs four general dentists, two specialists, and over
twenty team members in two locations. He has purchased three dental practices and shares his
personal experience with the transition process.
Dr. Goodman has helped over 100 general dentists place their first dental implant. He also
teaches implant placement and restoration to dental residents at Albert Einstein Medical Center.
From cutting edge implant technology to practice management skills and
techniques, participants gain a roadmap for improving patient health and
satisfaction, practice profits, and their own personal joy.
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Is it Time to SELL, BUY, or EXPAND
Your Dental Practice?
Learn the insider secrets gleaned from Dr.
Goodman’s personal experiences in this
information-packed lecture that takes the
mystery out of the business acquisition game.
This comprehensive course covers everything
you’ll need to know at the highest level, getting
you ready for your own transition, whether that’s
purchase, sale, retirement, or something else.

Strategies and Tips for the Dentist that
Dreads PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
Learn how to manage the financial expectations
of small, medium and large cases, as well as
supply management skills for lowering every day
spending. Gain tips for managing both the
schedule and your practice reputation.
Attendees will learn communication and
leadership skills for reducing team challenges,
maximizing patient relationships, decreasing
stress and increasing practice revenue.

Learning Objectives:
Examine the role of the general dentist in
implant dentistry and how to predictably and
responsibly add implant placement to your
practice toolkit
Review a case selection protocol that identifies
straightforward implant cases
Learn effective consultation techniques that
increase case acceptance

DENTAL IMPLANTS:
The Expanding Role of the General Dentist
Are you thinking about placing dental implants,
but are not sure where to start… This is the place!
Restorative practices see at least one patient with a missing tooth every day. Implant dentistry
provides an opportunity to offer patients increased self-esteem, enhanced chewing capabilities
and optimal treatment while boosting practice revenue. Help patients see the value in and say
“Yes!” to reach your practice’s full implant potential.
Dr. Paul Goodman teaches a streamlined process through his PPRMP Method: Planning,
Placement, Restoration, Maintenance and Profit. Learn a decision making protocol for
predictable implant restorations. Explore a simple 15-minute “missing tooth consultation” that
helps patients say “Yes!” to implant dentistry. Embrace the team approach and learn techniques
for working harmoniously with your surgical specialist. Develop your customized plan to start
doing more implant cases tomorrow.

Demystify front desk insurance coding and
billing strategies
Identify staff systems that take the “hasslefactor” out of the parts and pieces of implants
Discover how to work synergistically with your
specialist
Explore techniques for extraction and socket
preservation (bone grafting) to build your own
ideal implant sites
Assess post-operative care management to
ensure patient comfort and safety
Review internal and external marketing
programs which can improve practice revenue
Participate in complex case assessment and
execution
Capitalize on the hidden production in your
practice by enhancing implant case acceptance

SUGGESTED AUDIENCE:
General Dentist and Specialist; Team Members
SUGGESTED FORMATS:
Full, Partial or Multi-Day;
Lecture and/or Hands On Workshop
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Learning Objectives:
Examine the current state of the dental practice
transitions field. Is it a buyer’s or seller’s
market?
Review the key points and questions to ask
when considering a practice broker
Learn how to make your practice more
attractive to a buyer
Demystify the process of valuing a dental
practice

Is it Time to SELL, BUY, or EXPAND Your Dental Practice?
The dental landscape is rapidly changing . . .
Are you ready to take the next step?
• Planning to sell your practice soon? What can you expect? When should you start planning? How
can you make your practice more attractive to buyers?

• Looking to buy a practice now or in the next year or two? How big? Where? Rural, urban, or

Identify key points to consider regarding the
financial health of your practice
Discover multiple ways to transition from owner
to retiree
Explore different ideas when it comes to
multiple-practice ownership
Assess the current state of your dental team
and if they will stay with a buyer post-sale
Review simple strategies to improve practice
revenue

suburban? Are you ready to own? Will you need bank financing?

• Considering adding a satellite practice or buying in/merging with an existing practice?
How will you find the right practice? Whom will you approach?

What factors make a dental practice irresistible to buyers, driving its valuation higher (or lower) in
the current market? What kinds of financial records, business systems, personnel considerations
and financing options come into play during a practice purchase or sale? What are the pitfalls and
booby traps to beware when moving from a single practice to multiple-practice ownership? How
do you know whether your geographic market is most favorable to buyers or sellers at this point in
time?
Dr. Paul Goodman who has purchased three dental practices, helps retiring dentists manage the
expectations of their patients and team members during the transition process. He is ready,
willing, and eager to share insider secrets gleaned from his personal experiences in this
information-packed lecture that takes the mystery out of the business acquisition game.
This comprehensive course covers everything you’ll need to know at the highest level, getting you
ready for your own transition, whether that’s purchase, sale, retirement, or something else.
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SUGGESTED AUDIENCE:
General Dentist, Specialists, Spouses; Key Team
Members, Dental Students
SUGGESTED FORMATS:
Full, Partial or Multi-Day; Lecture

Learning Objectives:
Learn instant 5-minute practice systems that
eliminate confusion and enhance patient
service
Gain strategies for dealing with a growing
dental business and team

Strategies and Tips for the Dentist that
Dreads PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
Are you exhausted by all of the non-dental STUFF you have to
do every day for your dental practice?
We went to dental school because we wanted to help people and hopefully create a
rewarding professional and personal life. As any private practice dentist will tell you . . .
fixing teeth is the easy part!
Dr. Paul Goodman is the managing partner of a group practice with his brother in Mercer County,
NJ. Over the past ten years, Dr. Goodman has transformed his father’s general practice into a dental
operation that employs four general dentists, two specialists, and over twenty team members in
two locations. He will tell you that is has been a mixture of fun, challenge, reward, and exhaustion.
Along the way, Dr. Goodman has implemented practice systems designed to decrease stress and
increase revenue. In this interactive presentation, learn how to manage the financial expectations
of small, medium and large cases, as well as supply management skills for lowering every day
spending. Gain tips for managing both the schedule and your practice reputation. Attendees will
learn communication and leadership skills for reducing team challenges and maximizing patient
relationships.

Discover the things to do EVERY day, EVERY
time for optimal results: Management is
repetition
Explore how to implement larger treatment
plans and prepare the dentist and team to
present them
Receive a check-list to help you determine if it’s
time to purchase another practice

SUGGESTED AUDIENCE:
General Dentist; New Dentists; Owners
SUGGESTED FORMATS:
Partial Day; Lecture, Workshop

“Dr. Goodman is an engaging and
uniquely informed speaker. It is

obvious that he has a passion for the profession
and fellow dentists and has a keen perspective on
how to best prepare for the changing dental
landscape. He does a great job of marrying his real
life stories into the points he is trying to make
making the information relevant and easy to
remember. And best: he is accessible after the fact
to answer questions and guidance.”
—Dr. D. Rolotti
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Speaker • Consultant • Transition Specialist
Any private practice dentist will tell you . . .
fixing teeth is the easy part!
We went to dental school because we want to help people and build a rewarding
professional and personal life. However, the ‘day to day’ of dentistry is rarely that
simple.
Paul Goodman, DMD’s courses offer chairside and behind the scenes, easy to implement
techniques and strategies that decrease stress and increase practice revenue. From
cutting edge implant technology to practice management skills and techniques,
participants gain a roadmap for improving patient health and satisfaction, practice profits,
and their personal joy.
While chief dental resident during his general practice residency and hospital fellowship at
Albert Einstein Medical Center, Dr. Goodman received advanced training and also placed
and restored 150 dental implants. He has been a faculty member for Hiossen Dental
Implant Training Program for the past 10 years and has helped over 100 general dentists
place their first dental implants. Additionally, he teaches dental residents at Albert Einstein
Medical Center lecturing to dentists on placing and restoring implants.
A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine, Dr. Goodman has
been practicing dentistry for over 10 years and works with his brother in two locations in
Mercer County, NJ. Dr. Goodman has purchased three dental practices and shares his
personal experience with retiring dentists in managing the expectations of their patients
and team members during the transition process. He is the founder of Rising Dentists
Study Club and Rittenhouse Consulting, LLC - both in Philadelphia.
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Rave Reviews
“Your humor, humility and instruction are both refreshing and inspirational,

Appointments
Fellow in Hospital Dentistry, Albert Einstein
Medical Center (2004-2005)

“Dr. Goodman is an energetic, straight-to-the-point speaker who takes the

Chief Dental Resident, Albert Einstein Medical
Center, (2002-2003)
Clinical Associate, Department of Preventive
and Restorative Sciences; University of
Pennsylvania, School of Dental Medicine
(2003-06)
Lecturer, Community Oral Health, Department of
Preventive and Restorative Sciences; University
of Pennsylvania, School of Dental Medicine
(2012)

“I found Dr. Goodman’s implant course to be very easy to understand and was

Dental Attending, Department of Dental
Medicine; Albert Einstein Medical Center,
Philadelphia, PA (2005-16)

and of course, the information is pragmatic and extremely valuable. I’ve yet to witness an instructor
more gregarious and informative as you (and I’ve been exposed to many of the top names in the field).
Keep up the good work and my sincere thanks.” —Dr. R. Cohen
mystique out of incorporating simple implant placement into your practice. His straightforward
approach has helped me be able to offer implants to my patients as the ideal and affordable option. This
is a very succinct, precise course with very little wasted time or words. Overall an excellent experience.”
—Gregg Fink, DMD
structured with the general dentist in mind. Being a young dentist, I know that the future of general
practice is in implant dentistry. This course will be used as a building block for my implant education.”
—Bradford G. Young, DMD

“A practical, concise surgical presentation of dental implants for the self-

challenging practitioner willing to unleash their natural potential to implement the ever-evolving
discipline of predictable permanent tooth replacement into their practice.” —Dr. Charles S. Ireland, III

“Dr. Goodman's course is a no-nonsense, overview of implants. His lecture

focuses on specifics and his teaching style was refreshing. Dr. Goodman dismisses preconceived
notions about the difficulties of implants and simplifies the surgical placement of implants specifically
for the general dentist. There is no better course for an overview of implant placement and restoration
than Dr. Goodman's. Where was he when I was struggling in dental school?” —Dr. Gary Kelin

“You have a special gift of creating audience participation in a pleasant and
unthreatening manner that appealed to our group. Our Study Club members seemed to take

part with ease, which is usually not the case! It was a pleasure working with you from the onset. You
made my task of coordinating the event ‘a breeze’. I look forward to working with you in the future.”
—Janet Pfeiffer; ADS Study Club Coordinator

Awards, Honors and Memberships
Aspen Implant Center (AIC) Faculty Member;
Philadelphia, PA (2007-16)
AIC Faculty Member; Dallas, TX (2008)
Founder of Rising Dentists Study Club;
Philadelphia, PA
Founder of Rittenhouse Consulting, LLC;
Philadelphia, PA

Past Presentations (Partial List)
AAIC Basic, Intermediate and Advanced Implant
Course Instructor, Sponsored by Hiossen
(2007-2016)
Academy of General Dentistry National Meeting
Greater New York Dental Meeting (multiple)
Philadelphia Dental Society Meeting
Chester-Delaware County Dental Society
Implant Study Club; Richmond, IN
Monmouth Medical Center: Drs. Elbaum Study Club
Kuraray Seminar; Coatesville, PA
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Special Care in Dentistry Meeting

